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ABSTRACT
Crash consistency overhead is a long-standing barrier to the adoption of byte-addressable persistent memory in practice. Despite continuous progress, persistent transactions for crash consistency still incur a 5.6× slowdown, making persistent memory prohibitively costly in practical settings. This paper introduces speculative logging, a new method that forgoes most memory fences and reduces data persistence overhead by logging data values early. This technique enables a novel persistent transaction model, speculatively persistent memory transactions (SpecPMT). Our evaluation shows that SpecPMT reduces the execution time overheads of persistent transactions substantially to just 10%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Byte-addressable persistent memory (e.g., PCM [19]) features high density, byte-addressability, and data persistency [70, 78], allowing software to access durable data in main memory. Experiments in cloud services [17, 18, 20, 40, 83] and high-performance computing [9, 23, 68] have demonstrated the potential of persistent memory in building crash-resilient software, improving software performance, and increasing development efficiency.

Despite the promising potential, crash consistency overheads impose a barrier to the widespread adoption of persistent memory. Crash consistency is essential for a program to maintain a consistent state of persistent data in memory across crashes. It is a fundamental requirement for the recoverability and reusability of persistent data and the resumption of execution. Programmers often use persistent memory transactions to achieve crash consistency – transactions provide simple yet powerful semantics of crash-atomic updates, i.e., they ensure either all or no transactional updates on persistent memory locations are observable after a crash.

Existing persistent memory transactions, however, incur large overheads, because of the need to log data updates to provide transactional semantics. For example, the most commonly used implementation, Intel PMDK, was reported to incur 6× slowdowns to program executions [30, 71]. This crash consistency overhead must be substantially lowered before persistent memory becomes attractive for wide adoption.

This important problem has been the focus of recent studies [5, 13, 14, 63, 69, 71, 76]. Some of the proposed solutions are specially designed for a certain algorithm or a data structure [9, 52], and are
not applicable to general applications. More general solutions include pure software methods [14, 71] and hardware support [13, 63] to mitigate the logging overhead. Although these studies have made important contributions and reduced the logging overheads by as much as 2.6× [25, 71], crash consistency overheads are still too large for practical use. As shown in Figure 1, even after applying state-of-the-art software (SPHT [14]) or hardware (EDE [63]) solutions, the programs in STAMP [53] still suffer from an average of 50–161% execution time overheads compared to versions without persistent memory transactions. Crash consistency overheads remain an unsolved problem that presents a barrier to practical adoption.

In this work, we present speculative logging, a novel approach to reduce crash consistency overheads. The design was motivated by the fact that the main sources of crash consistency overheads in persistent transactions are the use of memory fences and the persisting of data. The design builds upon the key insight that data can be speculatively logged early, and doing so removes the sources of performance overheads.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of speculative logging. In a typical persistent transaction (Figure 2 left), a datum is (undo) logged before being updated in the transaction. A flush and fence ensure that the log write persists before the data write. In contrast, speculative logging (Figure 2 right) moves up the logging to a point as early as the last transaction where the datum was updated. By doing that, several benefits are achieved. First, the log write leverages the commit of the first transaction to persist the log, forgoing the need for memory fences for persisting the log. Second, it defers the flush to the transaction commit, making the transaction execute faster. Third, as the log persists the most recent value of the datum once a transaction commits, the data write in the same transaction becomes optional. If the data write fails to persist, the post-crash recovery can rely on log records to rebuild the updated data. Thus, the data write no longer requires a flush [54]. Because persisting log records involve sequential writes, they have better spatial locality and are faster than persisting data writes (which may be more random [78]).

Turning this basic idea into a full solution is not trivial. Several challenges arise for both efficiency and recoverability: How should the log record be formatted and maintained to enable correct recovery when a crash happens either inside or outside a transaction? Because the speculative log records must outlive the transaction commit, how long should the records be kept in the presence of multiple transactions and repeated data updates? How can useless log records be identified and reclaimed in a timely and non-blocking manner?

This paper addresses these questions with two schemes. The first solution is a software-only solution and is compatible with existing hardware. It uses novel speculative log management featuring a compact log format and background memory reclamation, and a crash recovery protocol based on the compact log format. The proof-of-concept implementation of the solution achieves about 2.7× speedup over the state-of-the-art in-place solution Kamin.Tx [51]. However, two key drawbacks remain: (1) memory space overheads, which is 3× persistent memory space, and (2) the reliance on dedicated background memory reclamation threads.

To reduce memory space overheads while preserving performance, we propose a second solution with a novel architecture for a hybrid logging model. The model allows softwares to use
speculative logging for hot (i.e., frequently updated) data and undo logging for cold data. By controlling the threshold of data hotness, the user can set an arbitrary bound on the size of the speculative log area. The hybrid logging model also enables a software-hardware co-designed log reclamation scheme. The log reclamation runs in the foreground, and therefore does not require dedicated reclamation threads. This allows softwares to reclaim speculative log records with a few instructions without blocking other running threads. Specifically, the speculative log records are sorted in chronological order and divided into epochs. To track the epoch in which a log record is created, a few status bits are added to private TLB entries. By simply clearing the bits associated with a given epoch with new instructions, the hardware can easily reclaim all the log records created in the epoch.

Together, these solutions provide an alternative approach to the current undo logging–based persistent transactions, namely speculatively persistent memory transactions (SpecPMT). Comparisons with state-of-the-art in-place update methods (Kamino-Tx [51] and EDE [63]) show that SpecPMT can reduce the execution time overheads of the prior methods from 232% and 50% to 10% and 7%, respectively. SpecPMT achieves all the desirable properties of a persistent memory transaction while keeping transaction overheads low: (1) it uses in-place data updates; (2) it eliminates fences between logging and data updates; (3) it does not block transaction commit with data persistence; (4) it supports a software-only or a lightweight hardware implementation; and (5) it is data structure agnostic rather than data structure specific.

To summarize, the contributions of this work are:

- We propose speculative logging for substantially reducing crash consistency overheads of persistent transactions based on the removal of fences.
- We propose a variant of SpecPMT for software-only speculative logging, which uses a novel log organization, recovery protocol, and log reclamation.
- We provide a mechanism for hardware-supported speculative logging with SpecPMT, which uses a novel hybrid logging scheme and an epoch-based log reclamation that bound the memory space cost without background reclamation threads.
- We empirically evaluate the effectiveness of SpecPMT.

## 2 BACKGROUND

This section covers the background on crash consistency of persistent memory.

### 2.1 Persistent Memory

**Non-volatile memory** (NVM) or storage class memory represents an array of new memories that provide byte-addressability, persistence, random access, and DRAM-like access latencies. NVM can be implemented by simply adding a battery to DRAM [44] or exploiting new memory technologies such as PCM [19] or FeRAM [61]. Persistent memory [59] refers to the use of NVM for storing data structures so that they can continue to be accessed beyond a process lifetime, even across crashes or system boots.

Intel Optane DC persistent memory [59] is currently the most widely available substrate for persistent memory. It is manufactured as a *dual in-line memory module* (DIMM) and should be attached to the memory bus of Intel x86 platforms.

Recently, researchers have made substantial progress in building new persistent memory devices [4], utilizing *compute express link* (CXL) as an alternative point for attaching new memory-semantic SSDs [43] or upcoming storage class memory devices. Those devices are expected to interface with the programmers similarly to how Intel Optane DC persistent memory is used in the local node. Without loss of generality, in this paper, we assume the Intel Optane DC persistent memory hardware model.

### 2.2 Memory Data Persistency

Modern processors rely on a volatile SRAM cache hierarchy to accelerate data access. A store to a location may stay in a volatile cache for a long time, only to be persisted on cache eviction. Thus, managing persistency in software requires hardware support that allows the software to specify when data should be persisted.

Since the Skylake architecture, Intel has provided a CLWB instruction to flush a dirty cache line into memory explicitly (in addition to CLFLUSH and CLFLUSHOPT). Such an instruction is often followed by SFENCE to complete a persist barrier (i.e., to prohibit younger stores/flushes from persisting until all older ones have persisted). A store/flush is considered persisted when it reaches the persistence domain, which takes thousands of CPU cycles [67, 70, 78]. SpecPMT elides such cost when it removes the SFENCE.

In systems that adhere to *asynchronous DRAM refresh* (ADR) requirements, the persistence domain includes the main memory and memory controller *write pending queue* (WPQ). With *extended asynchronous DRAM refresh* (eADR), the persistence domain extends to CPU caches, removing the need for cache line flushes. But eADR has not received wide adoption as discussed in Section 5.3.

Another issue for memory data persistence is the need for a system abstraction for persistent data. Because persistent data must survive across system power cycles, applications must be able to find the durable data created before the current power cycle. The SNIA NVM programming model [59] organizes durable data as persistent memory-mapped files and manages the files with a persistent memory file system. To disable the application-transparent DRAM page cache that buffers reads and writes to the files, a persistent memory-aware file system can grant applications direct file accesses, e.g., via *direct file access* (DAX) [2]. Alternatively, with appropriate OS support, persistent data can be kept in a file-less persistent memory object abstraction [27, 79].

### 2.3 Crash Consistency

An application may use persistent memory transactions [50, 57, 66] to achieve crash consistency. A persistent memory transaction guarantees that writes in the transaction are atomically (either entirely or not at all) observable at recovery. Transactions use logging mechanisms such as write-ahead logging [13, 42, 62] or shadow memory [56] to realize such atomic durability. A write-ahead logging mechanism creates and persists a log record before the datum is persisted. The recovery uses the log to revoke the effect of the datum update. To enforce the ordering between log record
and data persistence, programmers use a persist barrier (e.g., flush the log record with CLWB followed by a memory fence instruction, SFENCE).

Write-ahead logging schemes may rely on undo or redo logging. With undo logging [42, 57, 62, 63], the transaction records the old value of data before it is updated in place (i.e., at the location). If the application crashes before the transaction commit, the recovery restores data to the logged value. In contrast, with redo logging [35, 46, 51], the transaction buffers all write intents in log records. Any accesses to those memory locations are redirected to the logged records for the updated value before the transaction commits. At commit, the transaction persists all the logged write intents, then applies the write intents to the corresponding memory locations. The recovery discards all log records if the application crashes before all write intents reach the persistence domain. Otherwise, the recovery reapplies the persisted write intents to the memory locations.

A transaction may also provide concurrency control, which is orthogonal to the crash consistency mechanism. For simplicity, this paper focuses on SpecPMT durability control but briefly discusses concurrency control in Section 4.3.

3 SPECULATIVE LOGGING

SpecPMT is an optimization on undo logging that improves its performance through the amortization of persistent memory ordering instructions.

Classical undo logging ensures correct recovery by ensuring that for every location modified by a transaction: (1) a log entry exists recording its old value, and (2) this log entry becomes persistent before the location is modified. Following these steps means that if a transaction is interrupted and power is lost, any locations modified by the failed transaction can be rolled back to their original values.

Our observation is that while undo logging performs both these steps during the transaction, they need not be, and for persistent memory, there are performance advantages to migrating them earlier.

First, we create the log entry far earlier than the modifying transactions, e.g., before entering the transaction or in a prior transaction. Second, it allows the software to discard a log record once the associated datum reaches the persistent domain and rebuild the record at any point before the datum gets updated again.

SpecPMT adopts a novel strategy based on the above observation by maintaining a speculative log record for every single datum. SpecPMT preserves classical persistent memory transactional APIs [59, 66] for compatibility, as shown in Figure 3, with regular logging replaced by speculative logging (splog). The recovery API is omitted from the example codelet as it is only needed for post-crash recovery.

Inside a transaction, the programmer or the compiler inserts splog after each durable data update to create a log record for the virtual address of the datum and the new value of the datum. No cache line flush or fence is needed at this point. Instead, the transaction persists all log records by flushing them and using a single store fence before commit.

A crash causes two kinds of data corruption: (1) data updated by uncommitted transactions reaching persistent memory, and (2) data updated by committed transactions. SpecPMT handles both, where its recovery revokes the first kind and handles the second kind by discarding all log records generated by uncommitted transactions and replaying all fresh log records. A log record is fresh if it records the updated committed value of a memory location. Effectively, the speculative logs function as redo log entries for completed transactions and undo log entries for failed transactions.

3.1 Speculative Logging Example

During normal execution, transactions generate speculative log records and update memory locations in persistent memory. Each thread manages its own log without consulting with other threads. A background log reclamation thread discovers and recycles log records useless for recovery.

We illustrate speculative logging with a running example in Figure 4, which shows two transactions that both update memory locations a and b (The example applies to both software and hardware SpecPMT proposed in this paper.). The persistent memory state for data and logs are shown for different snapshots in time. The snapshots begin when the first transaction has just committed. Here both locations have been updated, and speculative log records for a and b have been created. As the second transaction executes (second snapshot with b=10), it creates log records for a and b, and appends them in the log. Note that at this point, if a crash occurs, the first transaction log records are sufficient to restore data to the point before the second transaction by undoing any changes to a and b in the second transaction. Hence, new data values and the associated log records in the second transaction may remain in the volatile memory. When the second transaction commits (third snapshot), the commit ensures the new speculative log records persist along with the transaction commit metadata. Note that updates on locations (e.g., a) do not need to persist (e.g., be flushed) at this point, as second transaction log records are sufficient to replay the non-persisted data updates if a crash occurs (the speculative log entries function as a redo log for the just committed transaction). Finally, when log reclamation is triggered (last snapshot), explicitly or implicitly, the reclaimator finds that log records from the first transaction are stale and thus can be removed. The first transaction metadata is also removed since no fresh log record remains.

The post-crash recovery is straightforward. Log records associated with an uncommitted transaction are discarded after checking the transaction commit metadata. The remaining fresh log records (from committed transactions) are then used to restore the values of
logged memory locations, effectively undoing interrupted transactions and redoing completed transactions. For example, after a crash interrupts the second transaction (second snapshot with b=10), the recovery discards the last two records, and replays the first two records to restore the values of memory locations (i.e., a and b).

4 SOFTWARE SPECULATIVE LOGGING

Implementation of software speculative logging centers on a sequential log record organization and log reclamation. Figure 5 illustrates the implementation at a high level. During normal execution, the transactions append log records to the log area and update the durable and volatile memory data. The background log reclamator uses a volatile record hash index to determine the log record freshness. The recovery routine uses log records to revoke uncommitted updates and replay the most recently committed updates.

Figure 5: The building blocks of software SpecPMT

If a transaction updates a persistent memory location multiple times, the transaction only needs to log the last update because all other log records for the datum would be stale if created. Stale log records are useless for both normal execution and recovery, causing additional write traffic. Similar to existing undo and redo logging schemes, the first or last update on a datum in a transaction can be discovered via write-set indexing [24] or compiler assistance [6, 71].

Software SpecPMT organizes log records in a sequence with new records always appended to the sequence tail. Such a design produces good spatial locality (which enables fast log record creation), but wastes memory as multiple updates from multiple transactions to the same datum may result in multiple log records appended to the sequence. In such a case, the latest log record for the datum is fresh, while others are stale. To reduce memory waste, software SpecPMT needs a background log reclamation to remove and deallocate stale log records.

A more memory-space efficient alternative would be to set a limit of only one log record for each datum. To achieve that, a hash table indexed by each datum’s address may be used to locate its most recent log record. On each data update, the design replaces a new stale log record with a new one. Such a design conserves memory space but sacrifices spatial locality. Considering that persistent memory is much denser than DRAM but slower to write, especially with a random write pattern, a sequential log record is likely the better choice [78]. Our experiment confirms this, with the hash table approach incurring 3.2× slowdown over the sequential log design (methodology described in Section 7).

4.1 Log Organization

Because the log area contains both stale and fresh log records, its organization should encourage fast freshness checking to assist log reclamation.

Software SpecPMT organizes the per-thread log area logically as a sequence of records where new records can only be appended; hence it keeps a chronological order of records. On a crash recovery, data updates can be replayed starting from the oldest log records to the youngest. Some unreclaimed stale log records may still be present and get reapplied, but this is fine because, eventually, the stale updates will be replaced by fresh log records.

Because the log sequence grows with the durable data write set size and decreases depending on the frequency of log reclamations, it is difficult to retain the log records in a fix-sized log area. Therefore, the software SpecPMT implements a dynamically extendable log area, by allocating segments (called log blocks) of memory spaces on-demand. As illustrated in Figure 6, each thread-private log area contains multiple log blocks connected with block pointers. Each log block contains log records that contain transaction commits, a set of log entries, and a forward block pointer if it is the last log record in the log block.

Figure 6: Log area organization

The transaction metadata contains the size of the log record and the checksum of the log record. If the software is multi-threaded, the metadata also contains a timestamp of the transaction commit. Each log entry includes the datum address, size, and value.

On transaction start, the software SpecPMT reserves memory space for transaction metadata. The transaction appends log records
to the log block during transaction execution. When a log block is full, the SpecPMT allocates a new log block and chains it to the log sequence with a block pointer.

On commit, the transaction sets the size of the log record and calculates the checksum for the entire log record, including the metadata, log entries, and block pointers. The checksum also serves as the transaction’s commit status: the software considers the transaction as completed if the checksum matches the log record; the checksum is flushed and fenced to ensure persistence on transaction completion. Similar to a prior work [9], this design avoids a dedicated flag and a fence recording the commit status [66]. For multi-threaded software, the transaction sets the timestamp according to the hardware timestamp counter through rdtscp instruction on X86 processors (transactions are otherwise de-conflicted using a programmer specified locking-scheme — see Section 4.3.). The recovery uses the timestamp to determine the freshness of every log entry created by concurrent threads.

On a system crash, the recovery finds the first log block through a log head pointer. The pointer is located at a reserved memory location, such as the head of a persistent memory object pool [59]. The recovery then iterates over log entries and applies them to durable data. The recovery stops once a corrupted log record is encountered because there should not be fresh records afterward.

4.2 Background Log Reclamation

Log reclamation occurs in the background on a dedicated thread. Reclamation is triggered explicitly through an API or implicitly when a transaction execution finds the memory space overhead reaching a tunable threshold. Log reclamation reduces the memory consumption of the log records according to the durable data write set size of the software. Ideally, each updated durable datum is associated with only one log record. Our hardware solution introduced in Section 5 further allows the software to set arbitrary memory consumption bound.

During a log reclamation cycle, the reclamator scans backward starting from a log block, and traverses to the oldest log block along the chain of log blocks. Although this is the most effective when the scan begins with the youngest log block (i.e., at the tail), the scan may instead start from an arbitrary log block with potentially reduced effectiveness. Based on this observation, our log reclamation begins with the youngest full log block that no working thread is currently updating it, which eliminates the need for concurrency control.

Performance and crash consistency are important aspects of log reclamation. To maintain high performance, log reclamation uses a hash table while scanning the log records to determine the freshness of a given log record. Because the hash table maps addresses to entries, any resulting collisions quickly reveal potentially stale log records. The hash table itself does not require crash consistency, as it can be rebuilt when affected by a crash, and log reclamation can be repeated from the beginning if it is interrupted by a crash. From this observation, we choose to allocate the hash table in the volatile memory, which improves performance while allowing a rebuild-on-crash policy.

Performance is also optimized when the reclamator performs periodic compacting. For each time compacting cycle, the reclamator allocates new log blocks and copies fresh log entries from old log records into the new block, forming new compact log records in which the timestamp is set to the newest log entry. Upon completion, the reclamator inserts the new log blocks into the chain. The former step (copying) can be repeated after a crash. Thus, only the latter step (inserting the new log block) must be performed in a durable atomic manner. To achieve this without relying on a transaction, we first update the new log block’s forward and backward pointers. We then update the predecessor log block’s forward pointer to point to the new log block. Finally, we update the successor log block’s backward pointer to point to the new log block. A crash during this insertion operation is recovered by using forward pointers to traverse the list and correct any backward pointers that did not persist. As a result, each log reclamation cycle requires only two fences — one to ensure the persistence of the new log block and one for the new log head pointer.

4.3 Programming Model

4.3.1 Switching Crash Consistency Mechanism. Software components may build upon other crash consistency mechanisms such as undo (i.e., PMDK) or redo logging transactions, which allows these mechanisms to coexist with speculative logging and increases practicality and compatibility.

To achieve this, SpecPMT allows switching from speculative logging to another crash consistency mechanism. Because SpecPMT uses in-place updates, it only needs to flush dirty cache lines of durable data at the transition point. Once completed, speculative logs are no longer needed for crash recovery, and the new model can be used from that point forward. The software should ensure that there is no running SpecPMT at the transition point. The flushing can be performed through entire-cache flushing, e.g., using instructions such as wbnoinvd, or selective flushing through software analysis of record indices and clwb.

4.3.2 External Data. When software updates durable data generated by other software or by other executions of the same software, there is likely no speculative log record associated with the data. This causes a consistency concern for SpecPMT. To rectify this, the software can update the external data in a crash-consistent manner by creating a snapshot prior to data modification. This is a common solution for checkpointing-based crash-consistent systems [9, 28, 48, 52] or out-of-place update persistent memory transactions [14, 46] that face similar issues when opening an existing persistent memory object pool [72–74, 79, 81]. Prior studies [9, 48, 52] have proposed an array of optimizations to alleviate the overhead generated by creating snapshots. Recent research [52] indicates that occasional checkpointing only adds 0.8%–10% execution overhead. SpecPMT only snapshots the data once, rather than periodically. Furthermore, it is possible to begin processing the external data with undo logging and checkpoints asynchronously. Once checkpointing finishes, the software can switch to speculative logging.

4.3.3 Concurrency Control. Like other persistent memory transactions [13, 59, 62, 63, 76], SpecPMT provides atomic durability and relies on the software to provide isolation in a multi-threaded context. The software can combine SpecPMT with concurrency
control mechanisms, including, but not limited to, optimistic concurrency control [46, 65] and strict two-phase locking [24, 62]. The speculative logging transactions must coincide with the outermost critical sections [42, 58].

5 HARDWARE SUPPORT

While the software-only design for speculative logging enables performant crash-atomicity, it suffers from multiple drawbacks: it nearly triples the memory space overhead, and it requires a core dedicated to running timely background log reclamation. The background log reclamation threads also require tuning the trigger level for reclamation and increasing the memory bandwidth pressure. To address these challenges, we propose hardware support for selective logging, which we will refer to as hardware SpecPMT.

Hardware SpecPMT institutes architectural changes to support primitives that (a) identify hot pages, (b) perform undo logging, and (c) perform bulk copying. These primitives support two novel roles: undo-speculative hybrid logging and epoch-based log reclamation.

5.1 Hybrid Logging

Hardware SpecPMT’s hybrid logging combines fast but memory-consuming speculative logging for frequently updated (i.e., hot) data — which constitutes only a small portion of the software memory footprint — with slow but memory-saving undo logging for infrequently updated (i.e., cold) data.

Hardware SpecPMT relies on hardware support to distinguish between hot and cold data at the granularity of pages, based on the frequency of data updates on the page. A page may switch between hot and cold inside a transaction. Figure 7 illustrates how the logging switch is handled based on data hotness transition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Timeline</th>
<th>Operations on Data Updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tx #1: a = 1</td>
<td>undo logging, undo log old a, write a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>switch from undo to speculative logging, undo log old a, write a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>speculative logging, write a, speculative log new a on tx commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>switch from speculative to undo logging, undo log old a, //unnecessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx #2: a = 2</td>
<td>cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx #3: a = 3</td>
<td>hot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx #4: a = 4</td>
<td>cold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Illustration of logging switches based on changes in data hotness.

The figure illustrates four consecutive transactions updating the same data and alternating between cold and hot. The datum is initially identified as cold in the first transaction; hence undo logging is applied. In the second transaction, the datum becomes hot due to additional data updates, and the page switches from undo logging to speculative logging. In the third transaction, the datum is speculatively logged (at cache line granularity) because it remains hot. In the final transaction, the datum switches from hot to cold, and because it was already speculatively logged in the prior transaction, additional logging is not necessary. There must be a prior speculative log record for the datum that can serve as an undo log. However, for simplicity, hardware SpecPMT adopts the same logging strategy for a cold page.

In order to distinguish between hot and cold pages, we can associate metadata with the page table entry to record the hotness of each page. However, that requires modifying the page table and page fault handler parts of the OS. To avoid modifications to the OS, we associate additional metadata with each translation lookaside buffer (TLB) entry instead, as shown in Figure 8. This enables tracking only pages that are covered by the TLB. If a TLB entry is evicted or invalidated, we can no longer track the page, but such a page is likely no longer hot. The primary benefit of tracking hot pages through TLB entries is the lower and bounded memory overheads, as the memory consumption due to speculative logging depends on the number of pages it is applied to, and the TLB only covers a fixed and small subset of pages, the memory overhead from hybrid logging is much smaller and bounded.

Figure 8: Overview of the hardware. Shaded components are extended.

Under hybrid logging, the TLB is checked on a write to data. On a TLB hit, the controller can determine whether the page is considered hot or cold. On a TLB miss, the controller treats such a page as cold. If the page is hot, it is speculatively logged, and a write to data updates the L1 cache directly. Otherwise, the hardware creates an undo log record for the cache line before updating it.

The details of the additional metadata for hotness tracking are shown in Figure 9. Each TLB entry contains a one-bit EpochBit and a three-bit saturating counter. If the EpochBit is set, indicating the page has been speculatively logged, the “cnt/EID” records the epoch ID for epoch-based log reclamation (to be discussed in Section 5.2). If the EpochBit is clear (indicating the page is cold), the counter records the number of transactional store operations on the page during the page residency in the TLB. When the counter reaches a threshold (for simplicity, the maximum value), the page is considered to have become hot. Such a page will start to be logged speculatively (i.e., by copying the entire page into the log). This transition is accomplished using a hardware bulk copying engine [39] (currently supported in ARMv9 [1]). During speculative logging, the hardware does not block access to the page as it still creates undo log records for the data before the store operation. After logging is completed, the
hardware sets \textit{EpochBit} and sets the counter to the current epoch ID according to the epoch ID register.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{figure9.png}
\caption{TLB and cache entries of hardware SpecPMT.}
\end{figure}

As discussed earlier, if the hardware evicts a TLB entry, the associated epoch ID and counter are discarded, and we treat the page as cold. As each core maintains its local epoch ID and hotness counter, hardware SpecPMT avoids costly synchronization [10] among TLBs on different cores.

Besides modifications to the TLB, hardware SpecPMT extends each L1 cache entry with two single-bit flags. The flags specify how the cache controller acts on a transaction commit or cache line eviction. \textit{PBit} indicates whether the cache line needs persistence on eviction inside or outside transactions. The controller sets the bit when it updates the cache line of a hot page.

The cache controller sets \textit{LogBit} after it undo logs the cache line or when it needs to speculatively log the cache line on transaction commit or cache eviction. For example, if both bits are set, the hardware needs to persist and speculatively log the cache line on transaction commit or eviction. If only \textit{LogBit} is set, the cache line is undo logged in the transaction. The hardware clears the \textit{LogBit} on transaction commit but reserves the \textit{PBit}.

Invalidating speculatively logged cache lines on cache coherence events remains the same, which is a compelling property as modifying coherence protocol is error-prone and perhaps hurts performance. Once speculatively logged, the invalidated cache line requires no persistence. Consider MSI coherence, where a transactional write writes a cache line to M state and commits. A subsequent transaction on another core updates the same data to \textit{W2}. The hardware writes back the dirty cache line to the shared cache, followed by transit ing the state from M to I. In the transactions, the hardware creates a speculative log record for \textit{W1} and \textit{W2}, respectively. If the transaction encasing \textit{W2} commits before a system crash, the recovery uses the newer log record to recover the most recent value of the cache line, i.e., \textit{W2}. If the crash interrupts the transaction, the recovery uses the log record for \textit{W1} to revoke the effect of \textit{W2}. In both cases, the system does not have to persist the effect of \textit{W1}. Each core maintains its own speculative log records and records the timestamp for each transaction commit. The recovery first uses the timestamp to find the most recently committed speculative log record for a datum.

5.1.1 Correctness. Hybrid logging guarantees software recoverability as it ensures that each uncommitted transactional update is associated with a log record, either undo or speculative. Consider a cold page update in a crash-interrupted transaction. Whether the page becomes hot in the transaction or not, the hardware undo logs the cache line before it performs the update. Regarding a hot page update, there are two cases. If the page was hot before the transaction started, there must be a speculative log record about the updated data. Otherwise, if the page becomes hot in the transaction, the hardware must speculatively log the page before setting the page as hot. The page log record serves as an undo log record for the subsequent updates in the transaction.

The protocol maintains two invariants: (1) all uncommitted undo log records are fresh; (2) all uncommitted page log records serve as undo logs for some data and speculative logs for other data, which must be undo logged prior to the creation of the page log records in the same transaction. Therefore, the recovery guarantees to revoke any uncommitted transactional update and preserve any committed update with three steps: (i) It applies the uncommitted speculative page log records to the data; (ii) It applies the uncommitted undo log records to the data; (iii) It applies committed speculative log records in chronological order.

5.1.2 Performance Guarantee. Although the hardware performs speculative logging at cache line granularity on hot pages, it performs speculative logging at a page-level granularity when the page switches from cold to hot. Hence, there is some possibility that speculative logging may increase the latency of execution as well as write traffic to persistent memory if there are only a few updates on the page. Several aspects may reduce this possibility. First, hardware SpecPMT logs only hot pages, which tend to be written many times in a period. Second, speculative logging defers flushing to transaction commit, allowing write coalescing of logs within a transaction. It also defers data persistency to cache line eviction, allowing write coalescing of data across transactions. Section 7 quantifies the effect of hardware SpecPMT on write traffic and memory consumption. Third, the hardware may provide an API to enable/disable speculative logging, which sets/reset a control status register bit. This allows the programmer or user to disable speculative logging (and rely solely on undo logging) if it produces an adverse performance impact. Finally, it is possible for hardware SpecPMT to sample the performance of undo logging and speculative logging for a frequently executed transaction to compare and choose the logging scheme that performs better than the other.

5.2 Epoch-Based Log Reclamation

Another advantage of hardware SpecPMT over a software-only solution is that its method of performing reclamation is epoch-based, fast, in the foreground, and thread-local. Thread-local reclamation has been a long-time goal for redo logging optimization [13–15, 25, 26, 46]. The transaction execution model must apply the freshest redo log record to the data, often requiring synchronization or substantial hardware modifications. Unlike redo logging, speculative logging finds stale log records locally without the need for thread synchronization.

Hardware SpecPMT epoch-based log reclamation is a software-hardware co-design that provides two key benefits: (a) it allows the software to set arbitrary memory consumption limits by reclaiming hybrid log records by epochs, and (b) it allows each thread to reclaim
its thread-local speculative log records without consulting other threads.

Log reclamation in hardware SpecPMT is achieved by dividing a thread execution into epochs. Each private TLB entry is augmented with an epoch ID to record the epoch in which the page was speculatively logged. In a log reclamation cycle, the software reclaims all speculative log records created inside an epoch by clearing the epoch ID in TLB. The core idea of epoch-based log reclamation is to switch a set of hot pages with the same epoch ID into cold pages with only one instruction. The hardware clears the epoch bit and the EID field of each TLB entry to set the page as cold. Two new instructions are added, clearepoch EID and startepoch EID, to end and start an epoch with a given epoch ID, respectively. As long as the software always clears the oldest epoch, it reclaims the log records at the beginning of the log area because the log records are chained in chronological order.

When a transaction commits, the hardware scans the L1 cache to find dirty cache lines updated by the transaction. It creates and persists log records for the speculatively logged pages and cache lines. It skips the persistence of those updated cache lines. It persists the undo logged cache lines.

Hardware SpecPMT allows an L1 cache line updated in the transaction to overflow to the L2 cache as long as the hardware speculatively logs the cache line prior to the eviction. This allows a larger transaction to succeed.

The reclamation incorporates a set of data structures and hardware components shown in Figure 10, including the log records, eight epoch pointers in DRAM, the hardware maintaining the pointers and registers, and two new instructions starting and reclaiming an epoch. The log records are logically grouped by epochs but physically stored in log blocks. The epoch pointers refer to the head of the log record of each epoch log record group.

![Figure 10: The core components of the epoch-based log reclamation](image)

5.2.1 Log Reclamation for Sequential Software. During normal execution, hardware SpecPMT software checks whether or not to reclaim log records after each transaction commit. The checks can be optional and adaptive because log reclamation is only needed occasionally. The software is responsible for determining which epoch to reclaim. This work adopts a straightforward strategy that always reclaims the oldest epoch.

The software performs log reclamation in three steps. Similar to handling a transaction mode switch (Section 4.3), it first persists all speculatively logged data in the current epoch. This can be achieved through scanning the log record and selectively flushing data addresses indicated in the log records via clwb, or writing back the entire L1 cache through instructions such as wbnoivd.

After the first step is completed, in the second step, the software invokes a new unprivileged instruction, clearepoch EID, to switch some pages from hot to cold by clearing the EpochBit and the cnt/EID field for pages that match the EID. Those pages were initially speculatively logged in an epoch numbered as EID. In the third step, the software reclaims the memory space occupied by the log records of the epoch. The software performs the second and third steps without ordering constraints.

It is possible to merge the first and the second step by extending clearepoch with the L1 cache scanning and data persistence semantic. This design also enables optimization to avoid excessive data persistence if a page was logged in an old epoch, but some of its cache lines are also logged in new epochs. The hardware can skip persisting those cache lines when it reclaims the old epoch. The optimization incurs three extra bits for each L1 cache line.

The software starts a new epoch with a new unprivileged instruction, startepoch EID, where EID refers to the ID of the new epoch. The instruction assigns the epoch ID register to EID. Epoch ID 0 is reserved for cold pages.

Epoch size selection involves a trade-off. Small epochs cause excessive log reclamation, and TLB and cache flushes, while large epochs consume more memory space. In current implementation, we start a new epoch when the epoch contains over 2MB of records or 200 speculatively logged pages. The first threshold bounds memory consumption, while the second threshold distributes speculatively logged pages into different epochs to improve performance.

5.2.2 Log Reclamation for Multi-threaded Software. Multi-threaded software introduces challenges in correctness and scalability. Figure 11 illustrates an example involving two threads performing writes to the same data, with transactions shown in black boxes. The figure shows that reclaiming an epoch of thread can cause data corruption in a crash. Specifically, when the second thread reclaims its epoch, it removes the speculative log record for w2. Later, when another thread updates the data (w3) but suffers from a system crash before the transaction commits. In this case, the recovery cannot revoke the update as the data cannot be recovered to the state after w2.

![Figure 11: Illustrating how log reclamation may prevent crash recovery from revoking w3. The three writes update the same memory location, and solid black boxes represent transactions.](image)

To address this, we propose a simple non-blocking reclamation protocol. We let an epoch be inactive if its epoch ID has been reassigned to a younger epoch of the same thread. Formally, the software can safely reclaim all log records in an epoch $e$ if: (1) $e$ is an inactive epoch; (2) all active epochs must start after the end of $e$, including the epochs belonging to other threads.
The protocol preserves recoverability. Consider a speculatively logged datum \(a\) inside an epoch \(e\). Because \(e\) is inactive, before the software reassigns the epoch ID to a younger epoch, the software must clear the EpochBit for all speculatively logged pages in \(e\), including the page containing \(a\). If the software updates \(a\) in a closed active epoch, which means the epoch has been ended, but its epoch ID has not been reassigned, then the log record for \(a\) created in \(e\) is stale and safe for reclamation. If the software updates \(a\) in an opening epoch because the software has recycled every epoch starting before the end of \(e\), then the software must consider the page of \(a\) as a cold page. Then the software must undo-log \(a\) before updating it.

Hardware SpecPMT realizes the protocol by letting each thread maintain a timestamp of when the earliest unreclaimed epoch starts. On reclaiming an epoch, the software checks the timestamps and the active epochs of all threads. If active epochs overlap with the epoch to reclaim, the software defers the check and log reclamation to further transaction starts or commits.

The recovery of hardware SpecPMT is the same as software SpecPMT. It scans every thread’s log records and replays them according to the timestamp.

5.3 Other Issues

5.3.1 Persistent Caches. Some processors may provide persistent or battery-backed cache hierarchy such as eADR [59]. The processors may run transactions without logging any data if it retains the entire write set of the transaction in the cache and provides a mechanism to identify and discard uncommitted data update retained in the cache. However, the adoption of eADR may be limited [59] due to costly hardware and maintenance [8]. The costs further increase with larger caches and larger systems (e.g., NUMA).

5.3.2 Transaction Abort. A persistent memory transaction may abort on an application or system exceptions, such as running out of memory space. Whereas the software can always revoke the effect of the interrupted transaction via the slow crash-recovery routine, it can exploit the transaction abort mechanism of transactional memory [55, 82] to enable fast abort during normal execution, such as preserving the write set in a private cache and discarding all uncommitted updates on abort.

5.4 Hardware Cost

Hardware SpecPMT incurs 0.91KB on-chip storage. It adds two bits to each L1- and L2-TLB entry; and two bits to each L1 data cache entry. For Skylake micro-architecture, the L1 data cache, L1-, and L2-TLB contain 512, 64, and 1,536 entries, respectively. The hardware also devotes two registers to retain the transaction state and current epoch ID. Together, hardware SpecPMT incurs less than 0.04% on-chip storage for a Skylake core.

6 DISCUSSION

Alternative Uses. Speculative logging may augment durable write-ahead logging transactions despite the storage they use, such as SSD or remote memory. Unlike typical implementations of write-ahead logging that underpins database systems [64], file systems [38, 85], and distributed storage systems [7, 86], speculative logging does not require a software cache (such as buffer pools managed by a database) to retain data changes but still allows the log records and data changes generated by a transaction to reach persistent domain in any order. Therefore, speculative logging can potentially reduce transaction commit latency, improve throughput, and reduce write traffic for systems where write-ahead logging plays a key role in consistency, crash recovery, and performance.

Alternative Designs. Speculative logging transactions are not bound to specific implementations such as the design proposed in this paper. For example, a design may offload the hotness checking to software. The software may use a performance monitoring unit [84] or manipulate page table entries [21, 77, 80] to sample or count the accesses to pages without modifying the hardware. The hardware performs only epoch controlling.

Compiler Optimization. SpecPMT may use a compiler to reduce memory consumption in maintaining the log records. Given that a compiler can sometimes infer what data a transaction will update and when they are updated, the software can discard log records and then rebuild them at an appropriate point. For example, the software can skip log record creation in the first speculative logging transaction shown in Figure 2 and create a log record for the data before the second transaction starts.

7 EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed solutions. It provides root cause analysis of the performance gain, including a reduction in write traffic and the number of fences.

7.1 Methodology

7.1.1 Benchmarks. We evaluate the software and hardware speculative logging with all transactional applications from STAMP [53] except for bayes due to its unstable performance [14, 16, 25]. STAMP has been used for many persistent memory transaction studies [14, 25, 41, 71]. We port the transactional applications to persistent memory with libvmmalloc [3, 81], which overrides dynamic memory allocation to persistent memory allocation. We evaluate the software solution with non-simulator input of STAMP and the hardware solution with simulator workload. The kmeans and vacation applications have two kinds of workload: low and high contention. We use both. Other applications have only one workload.

7.1.2 Software Platform. We evaluate the software solution on an Intel Gold 6250 machine equipped with 1TB@2,666MT/s (eight DIMMs) first-generation\(^1\) Intel Optane persistent memory and 128GB@2,666MT/s DDR4 memory. We mount persistent memory with a DAX-enabled file system.

We compare the software solution, software SpecPMT (Spec-SPMT), with PMDK and two recent in-place update persistent memory transactions, plus a sub-optimal implementation of software SpecPMT:

- PMDK [59]: Intel’s industry-standard persistent memory programming transaction mixing undo and redo logging. We use it as the baseline.

\(^1\)The second-generation Optane persistent memory DIMM runs at largely the same speed at lower power budget [11].
• Kamino-Tx [51]: a state-of-the-art in-place data update transaction. Our implementation omits the data copying from the main copy to the backup copy. Therefore, our experiments correspond to Kamino-Tx’s upper bound in performance. The implementation logs every write intent’s address.
• SPHT [14]: a state-of-the-art redo logging transaction that works on a volatile data snapshot and replays the log to the persistent data with background threads. We use its forward linking version and a background log replayer thread.
• SpecSPMT-DP: sub-optimal software SpecPMT with enforced data persistence on transaction commit. We use it to measure the gain from removing the fences and the data persistence.

7.1.3 Hardware Simulation. We built the simulator on an x86 core model for convenience, but the design is not bound to a specific instruction set architecture. Our simulator is built on top of the system-level Gem5 simulator [12]. We evaluate the modified cache with the Gem5 integrated memory subsystem simulator, Ruby. Table 1 lists the parameters of the simulated hardware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>out-of-order X86 core@4GHz, MESI cache coherence protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 TLR</td>
<td>Private per core, 64 entries, 8-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 TLR</td>
<td>Private per core, 1536 entries, 12-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Cache</td>
<td>Private per core, 32KB, 8-way, 2 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>Shared 2MB, 12-way, 20 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>DDR4 2400Mhz, tRAS/tCL/tRP/tW=14/14/14/15ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>512 bytes write pending queue, 10ns; 150ns read latency; 500ns write latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare hardware SpecPMT (SpecHPMT) with two persistent memory transactions and two sub-optimal designs.
• EDE [63]: a state-of-the-art in-place update transaction. It eliminates fences between logging and data update operations. We coalesce the log records as much as possible. We use it as the baseline.
• HOOP [13]: a state-of-the-art out-of-place update transaction. It removes fences and enables asynchronous data persistence. It requires 273KB of dedicated on-chip storage per core and an additional core to run background garbage collection (GC). We ignore the latency on address redirection to model performance optimistically. We optimize the GC by coalescing log records before applying them to the data. The GC reclaim 128KB log records at each GC cycle to avoid excessive contention on the 16KB on-chip eviction buffer.
• SpecHPMT-DP: hardware SpecPMT with data persistence on transaction commit. This is a suboptimal variant; we use it to measure the gain from removing data persistence.
• no-log: Transactions without logging. It persists data on transaction commit. Its performance is ideal for in-place update persistent memory transactions. It does not provide crash consistency.

7.2 Software Solution Evaluation
SpecSPMT-DP and SpecSPMT consistently outperform PMDK and Kamino-Tx, as shown in Figure 12. On average, SpecSPMT-DP achieves 3× and 1.78× speedups over PMDK and Kamino-Tx, respectively. SpecSPMT improves the performance by removing data persistence. It achieves 5.1× and 3.02× speedup over PMDK and Kamino-Tx, respectively.

SpecSPMT-DP considerably outperforms Kamino-Tx when an application updates a large amount of data because SpecSPMT-DP removes all fences after each update. For example, SpecSPMT-DP is at least 1.5× faster than Kamino-Tx on the five applications with the largest number of transactional updates, as shown in Table 2. We classify the five applications as write-intensive applications. Among the remaining four applications, which we classify as write-moderate applications, SpecSPMT-DP is less than 1.4× faster than Kamino-Tx.

Table 2: Size and number of transactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Avg. size (B)</th>
<th>Num of tx</th>
<th>Num of updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2,489,218</td>
<td>7,230,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>25,428,126</td>
<td>106,976,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans-low</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>9,874,166</td>
<td>266,600,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans-high</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4,106,954</td>
<td>110,887,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labyrinth</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>1,026</td>
<td>184,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssc2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22,362,279</td>
<td>89,449,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation-low</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>4,194,304</td>
<td>31,516,272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation-high</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>4,194,304</td>
<td>43,950,938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yada</td>
<td>175.6</td>
<td>2,415,298</td>
<td>57,844,629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPHT [14] offloads the data persistence to a background replayer thread. On the critical path of transaction commit, it persists only redo log records. By removing the fences on logging operations, SPHT outperforms Kamino-Tx with a similar speedup to SpecSPMT-DP.

As SpecSPMT gains from removing mandatory data persistence, it considerably outperforms SpecSPMT-DP by up to 9.9× on the write-intensive applications. However, on the write-moderate applications, SpecSPMT is only up to 5× faster than SpecSPMT-DP. It gains noticeably higher speedup among the write-intensive applications with large transaction sizes. Specifically, on the two versions of kmeans and yada, of which the average transaction size is larger than 20 bytes, SpecSPMT achieves 9.9×, 5.4×, and 1.6× speedup.
The other two write-intensive applications, intruder and ssca2, have average small transactions with four bytes write-set. SpecSPMT brings about a 10% speedup by removing the data persistence.

### 7.3 Hardware Solution Evaluation

SpecHPMT outperforms the baseline EDE by $1.41 \times$ on average, as shown in Figure 13. SpecHPMT achieves substantial speedup on write-intensive applications like the software solution, except for kmeans-low. This applicationdevotes much time to computation between consecutive transactions, leaving the hardware enough time to drain the write pending queue before the next transaction starts. The kmeans-high has less computation and therefore observes higher speedup as durable data update is the bottleneck.

![Figure 13: Speedup over EDE. Evaluated with simulator hardware.](image)

On average, HOOP is 1.19$\times$ faster than EDE as it moves the data persistence off the critical path of transaction commit. It also reduces memory traffic by 18.9% times by coalescing the log records from multiple transactions.

While HOOP reduces the critical path latency, its occasional garbage collection exhausts the write buffers on the memory controller, causing intensive write contention with application working threads. SpecHPMT avoids such contention by allowing speculatively logged data to stay in the cache or naturally overflow to persistent memory on cache eviction. Therefore, it outperforms HOOP by 1.21$\times$ on average, even despite the fact that HOOP requires an additional core and more than 200$\times$ the on-chip storage.

SpecHPMT is only 0.09$\times$ behind the ideal case (i.e., 1.5$\times$ speedup vs. 1.41$\times$ with SpecHPMT), no-log. On labyrinth and yada, SpecHPMT even outperforms no-log as it replaces distributed persistent memory writes with sequential log writes, which is faster on persistent memory [11].

Eliminating the ordering between log and update operations brings about marginal speedup as the SpecHPMT-DP performs nearly the same as EDE. They cause largely the same amount of write traffic on both data and log persistence, as shown in Figure 14. The only difference is that EDE maintains the ordering between the log and data update operations, while SpecHPMT-DP does not. However, the out-of-order core hides the overhead of ordering.

SpecHPMT delivers the second-lowest write traffic among all the designs. EDE and SpecHPMT-DP incur the most write traffic among all designs. Whereas HOOP also persists log and data, unlike EDE and SpecHPMT-DP, which coalesce data persistence by individual transactions, HOOP coalesces data persistence across transactions. If multiple transactions log the same datum multiple times, the GC coalesces the log records and applies only the latest record to the data. Consequently, HOOP achieves the write traffic as low as SpecHPMT on half of the applications. Furthermore, HOOP creates a log record for each data update and cache miss in a transaction. Therefore, it produces excessive logs on the applications (ssca2, vacation, yada) with large memory footprints twice the average of remaining applications. Comparatively, SpecHPMT creates log records only for data updates.

#### 7.3.1 Memory Consumption

SpecHPMT gains higher speedup if the software devotes more memory space to the log area, which implies that the hardware speculatively logs more data. Unlike HOOP, the size of the on-chip mapping table bounds the log size; the log area of SpecHPMT can grow unboundedly. We varied the epoch size to analyze the sensitivity to memory consumption. Figure 15 shows the average speedup and write traffic reduction on the average memory consumption. When the benchmarks tolerate 15% and 20% additional memory consumption, they achieve 1.36$\times$ and 1.4$\times$ speedups, respectively. Even when the memory consumption is small (2.6%), the speedup is still substantial (1.12$\times$).

![Figure 14: Reduction of write traffic. Higher is better.](image)

![Figure 15: Average speedup and write traffic reduction various on average memory space increments](image)

Small epochs hurt performance as the software logs a page and reclaims the log record before updating any data on the page. vacation observes 26% to 8% performance degradation when the memory consumption varies from 2.6% to 14.6%. Section 5.1 describes an optimization that reverts the system to undo logging to avoid such unnecessary performance loss.

### 8 RELATED WORK

A number of studies attempted to reduce the overhead of persistent transactions, as summarized in Table 3. We classify them into three groups as follows.

**Asynchronous Data Persistence.** A class of techniques hide the latency of data persistence by writing back durable data after transaction commit. Among them, Kamino-Tx and its variant [32, 51] are perhaps the most relevant to this work. They do in-place data
updates while keeping asynchronous data persistence. To achieve that, they maintain a backup copy of the data and a background thread asynchronously applies the updates from the main copy to the backup. On a crash, Kamino-Tx recovers the corrupted data from the backup copy. To identify which data are corrupted, Kamino-Tx records the addresses of all transactionally-updated data. Unlike SpecPMT, Kamino-Tx does not avoid the fences for ensuring address persistence before a main-copy data update.

Redo logging [13, 37, 46, 66] transaction techniques realize asynchronous data persistence via out-of-place data updates. They use background threads to apply the log to the data without blocking the transaction commit. They require additional address translation for every memory access, which causes additional memory accesses and concurrency control issues. Recent research explores hardware acceleration [13] for address translation, however it requires a large on-chip buffer to retain logged data (256KB per core). SpecPMT avoids address translation as it relies on in-place updates, and hence only requires 1KB on-chip storage per core, two orders of magnitude less than HOOP [13].

The dominant logging and recovery approach for disk-based database management systems, ARIES [54], achieves asynchronous data persistence and in-place data accesses by combining undo and redo logging. A prior work [57] enables undo+redo logging for persistent memory systems. Still, an undo+redo logging record must reach the persistent domain before the associated write intent. Thus, it incurs more persistent memory write traffic than speculative logging because it records both the old and new values of a memory location.

Recent efforts [5, 22, 76] exploit buffered persistence to enable both asynchronous data persistence and direct memory access. Those transactions assume that software can tolerate the loss of committed transactions on a crash.

Transactions With Reduced Fences. Early studies to reduce the use of fences [29, 42, 62] introduced additional components in the persistent domain. Recent works started eliminating the fence with no-fence ordering among instructions. Themis [60] implements immediate persistency. It enforced persist ordering between non-temporal and normal stores as it assumes the transaction persists log with non-temporal stores vs. data with normal stores. Pmem-spec [36] speculatively sends all persistent memory writes to a memory controller and the cache hierarchy. It causes a stale read problem, in which pmem-spec considers a virtual power failure and invokes a costly crash recovery. A recent work [63] allows arbitrary instruction persistence ordering by tracking the programmer-annotated instruction dependency in a modified write queue. All the solutions need to maintain ordering between logging and data updates, while SpecPMT does not.

Another branch of work [14, 25, 69] improves the concurrency of persistent memory transactions without paying attention to performance issues caused by fences and data persistence. Although speculative logging encourages concurrency by design, concurrency control is beyond the scope of this paper.

Log Reclamation. Log reclamation is a common issue for redo logging and multi-version concurrency control transactions [45, 56]. SSP [56] maintains a second physical page for each atomically updated virtual page. It consolidates the two pages when the associated page table entry overflows from TLB. Excite-VM [45] realizes snapshot isolation through an in-memory software cache for updated pages. Hardware SpecPMT requires neither a snapshot nor a software cache. Other hardware accelerations for general garbage collection [34, 49, 75] address the complexities of general applications, such as concurrency control or crash recoverability. SpecPMT removes all the mentioned complexities with log sequence design.

### Table 3: Summary of related work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>Logging and Data Update</th>
<th>Persistence Domain</th>
<th>Data Persistence</th>
<th>Data Access</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDE[63]</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Non-fence ordering</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOM[42], Proteus[62]</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Non-fence ordering</td>
<td>Modified</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSOPER[22], ASAP[5, 76]</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Non-fence ordering</td>
<td>Modified</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOOP[13], ReDu[37]</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMDK[59]</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Fence</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamino-Tx[31]</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Fence</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lsnvm[m][51]</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronto[52]</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Data Structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpecPMT (this work)</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Unmodified</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eliminating Data Persistence. LSNVMM [31]'s log-structured design retains every data update with a log record and appends it to a log area. The solution incurs considerable overheads on address translation as it redirects every data access to the most recent corresponding log with a tree. HOOP [13] outperforms it by 28%.

Pronto [52] exploits semantic logging that periodically checkpoints a data structure and records the operations on the data structure. It recovers a crash-corrupted data structure by re-executing the operations from a checkpoint. Other re-execution transactions exploit idempotence [33, 47, 71]. They are applicable for general programs but need to log all data necessary for re-execution, including volatile data and related registers.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented speculative logging, a new logging approach which removes most in-transaction fences and data persistence, enforces immediate persistency, and performs direct memory loads and in-place data updates. We discussed a software-only and a hardware-supported design for speculative logging. The former achieves a low 10% execution time overhead, compared to a state-of-the-art solution of 232%. The latter keeps the performance of the software-only solution while bounding its memory consumption. Compared to the state-of-the-art undo and redo logging, it lowers execution time overheads by 86% and 76%, respectively, while requiring a modest 0.91KB on-chip storage overhead.
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